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We consider the nonnegative solutions to the nonlinear degenerate parabolic 
equation u, = (D(x, t) urn-’ n,), - b(x, t) t9 with m z 1, 0 <p < 1, and positive 
D(x, t), b(x, t). After obtaining the uniqueness and Holder regularity results, we 
investigate the dependence of such phenomena as extinction in finite time and 
instantaneous hrinking of the support on the behaviour of D(x, t) and b(x, t). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper investigates the existence, uniqueness, regularity and 
geometric properties of nonnegative solutions of the nonlinear Cauchy 
problem 
(CP) 
i 
u, = (D(x, t) Urn - +LJ, - b(x, t) up in lQ~=Rx(O,co) (1) 
u(x, 0) = uob), XER, (2) 
in which m 2 1, p > 0, and the functions D(x, t), b(x, l), and uO(x) satisfy 
the hypotheses 
(Hl) D(x, t) E C~:(W:,J, 0 cd< D(x, t) in R:, 
(H2) b(x, t) E C: :(R:lOc), b(x, t) 2 0 in R:, and 
(H3) uO(x) E C(R), 0 d uO(x) < M,,, x E R. 
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Equations of this type arise in various fields of science, such as fluid 
dynamics [S], plasma physics [KR], and mathematical ecology [N]. In 
the mathematical model for a heat conduction process the function u(x, b) 
represents the temperature of the medium at a point x and time t, the term 
D(x, t) Urn- l is the heat conductivity and b(x, t) up-’ is the absorption 
coefficient [ZR]. 
In this paper we are mainly interested in the case 
m> 1, O<p<l. (3) 
The physical meaning of condition (3) is that the diffusion is slow and 
the intensity of thermal absorption increases fast near the zero value of the 
temperature (at least if D = do = const > 0, b = 6, = const > 0). 
Equations like (1) possess quite a wide variety of solutions and there is 
a large number of problems arising in connection with them. The interested 
reader may form a good idea of this from the survey papers [Al] (D = do, 
b =O), [BP] (D = d,, b = b,), and [Kl]. See also [CMM]. 
Here we are interested in two phenomena: 
(a) extinction in finite time (u(x, t) vanishes identically after some 
finite time r, > 0) versus positivity, and 
(b) the instantaneous occurrence of compact support or instan- 
taneous shrinking (u,Jx) positive, goes to zero as 1x1 + co, but for t > 0 the 
support of u(x, I) is bounded) versus local in time positivity. 
The phenomenon (b) was discovered in [T] (D = b = 1, 0 < p c 1) and 
in [EK] (D = b = 1, general nonlinearities), and the phenomenon (a) in 
WI. 
It is natural to ask the question of whether the properties (a) and (b) are 
preserved if the intensity of diffusion and absorption depends also on space 
and time. 
There are not many results in this direction (see [Kl, p. 194)). We only 
know of the papers [K3, K5] where results analogous to our Theorems 6 
and 7 have been obtained using a refined version of the [EK] method. We 
proceed differently, always establishing global estimates. 
Because, in general, the problem (CP) does not admit classical solutions 
(even if m = l), it is necessary to introduce the notion of a weak 
(generalized) solution. In the next two sections we establish the complete 
theory (existence, uniqueness, and Holder continuity) of weak solutions, 
generalizing the analogous results of [B, EK, IKO, K4, K5, OKC]. 
We shall comment upon the methods used and the results at the 
appropriate place. 
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2. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS 
DEFINITION. We shall say that a function U(X, t) is a weak supersolution 
of Eq.(l) in a domain OCR: if it is real, nonnegative, bounded, and 
continuous in D and satisfies the inequality 
ucp, + f u”(D(x, t) cp,), - b(x, t) d’cp 1 dx dz 
-j-T (w)J~)+-; (-+“(D(x,t)s,))~~~dt<O (4) 
for all bounded rectangles P = (x, , x2) x (tr , t2) c D and nonnegative 
functions cp E C: i(P) such that cp(x,, t) = cp(x,, t) = 0 for all t E [tl, t2]. 
We shall say that a function U(X, t) is a weak subsolution of (1) in D if 
Z(u, cp, P) > 0. We define a weak solution of (CP) as a function u(x, t) 
which satisfies (2) and Z(u, cp, P) = 0. 
THEOREM 1. A weak solution of problem (CP) exists. 
ProoJ: We first remark that the classical method of [OKC] cannot be 
applied in its original form (if 0 <p < 1) and it is necessary also to 
regularise Eq. (1 ), see [B]. 
Fix E E (0, 11; Let Q, = (- l/s, l/s) x (0, l/s); k = 1, 2, 3, . . . . M = M0 + 1. 
We construct a sequence of C” functions v,,(x, E, k) with the following 
properties : 
(i) uO(x, ., k) is strictly decreasing and tends to U,,(X) +E when 
k-co. 
(ii) oO( + l/s, E, k) = M. 
(iii) u,Jx, E, k) < A4. 
First one shows that the problem 
uI=(D(x, t)u”-’ u,), - b(x, t) up + b(x, t) .G’, 
u(x, 0, E, k) = uo(x, E, k), 
u(+,c,k)=M, 
has a unique classical solution in QE such that for any k 
O<c<u(x, t,&,k)<M. 
After this one can show the monotonicity with respect o E, 
4x, t, ~1, k) > 4x, t, ~2, k) in Q,, 
(5) 
409/170/2-18 
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provided Ed > Ed. Putting k = [l/~] and using the theorem on monotone 
bounded sequences one can see that lim,+, u(x, t, E) exists for any point 
(x, t) E w:. Let u(x, t) denote this limit. 
The functions U, s u(x, t, E) satisfy the identity 
z(uE, cp, P) + E” jj b(x, t) cp(x, t) dx dr = 0 (6) 
P 
and one can pass to the limit when E -+ 0 (Lebesgue’s theorem). 
Thus u(x, t) satisfies (4). The continuity of u(x, t) will be proved in the 
next section. 
THEOREM 2. Assume (Hl), (H2), (H3), Dt(x, t)aO, and 
D(x, t) < d,( 1 + x2), Px(x, t)l G A(1 + I4 1, XER (7) 
for some di > 0. Then the weak solution of problem (CP) is unique. 
Remark 1. We shall need the condition (7) when we investigate the 
“adjoint” to (1) linear equation (10). The following example shows that (7) 
might be close to the necessary condition (cf. [IKO, p. 141). 
For any 6 > 0 the function 
where 
u(x, t) = j’” e-yz dy for O<t<T, u(x,O)=O, 
F&x* 1) 
FJX, t) =- 2> (JTwi+l+x)b 
is continuous in R x (0, T), vanishes for t = 0, and for t > 0 satisfies the 
equation 
ut=$ & (x2+ 1)(&G-X)26 z 
( 
au 
> 
i2 (x - 6 JiTl)(pTi - xy g. -- 
The coefficients D(x, t) = (x2 + l)(Ja - x)‘~ grows as (x12+26 when 
x + -co and there is no uniqueness for the Cauchy problem in the class 
of bounded functions. 
Proof of the Theorem. We apply Holmgren’s method. 
Let u(x, t) denote the solution constructed above: u = lim a,, U, satisfies 
(6). Let u2(x, t) be another solution of (CP) and suppose u # u2 at the 
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point (t2, x2) E W?+. Due to the continuity of u and u2, there exists a 6 > 0 
and an interval t = t2, x2 - 6 < x 6 x2 + 6, such that u # u2 on this interval. 
Let o(x) denote a Cr function with supp o(x) = [x2 - 6, x2 + S], and 
o(x)(u - u2) > 0 on this interval. We are going to show that 
s +O” [4x, t2) -4(x, t,)] o(x) dxG0 -‘x2 
yielding a contradiction. 
Set P = (-r, r) x (0, t2) in (4) and (6) and suppose PC QE. 
Subtracting (4) from (6) we have 
s r C4(4 f2) - 4(x, tJ1 dx, t2) dx -i- 
= 
s ’ C~,~~,~~-~,~~,~~lcp~~,~~~~ -r 
-BE(x) t) b(x, t)cp] dx dt 
1 
Q -- I C4’k t) - $Yx, t)l Wx, t) qpx(x, t) ’ dt m0 -I 
r 
+ EP 
s f ” b(x, t) cp(x, t) dx dt, -r 0 
where 
and 
AE(x, t)=[’ [9u,+(l-9)u,]“-‘d9 
0 
BE(x) t)=p j’ [9u,+(l-9)u,lpP1d9. 
0 
It is easy to see that 
and 
P 1 ---G&(x, t)<- Ml-P cl--P’ 
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We approximate the functions A, and B, by two sequences of smooth 
functions {AETk) and {BETk}, k = 1, 2, 3, . . . . in such a way that AErk L A, and 
BErk 7 B, in L2(P) as k + co. 
It is clear that 
1 1 
-E “-‘<A,,dlV, and 
m 
A?f,<B,,,<-- 
&P 
for any k, Hi # Mi(s, k). Now we rewrite our integral identity in the form 
(8) 
s ’ C%(X, f2) - u,(x, a1 cpk t2) dx -r 
= s r c~,b,o)-~2(x,o)1 cp(x,O)dx -r 
+ jr If2 (u, - uz)C471+ &A ~)PP,), - B,,~~l dx dt -, 0 
+ jr j-” (u, - d(Ae - A,,d(~~.Jx dx dt --r 0 
I 
f 1‘ 
12 
- 
(u, - uz)(Bz - Bwd brp dx df 
-r 0 
1 
‘* -- s dt m 0 
[uz(x, t) - uy(x, t)] D(x, t) (p,.(x, t) x=r 
x= -r 
+ czp j-’ St2 b(x, t) cp(x, t) dx dt. (9) 
-r 0 
Consider the following first boundary value problem: 
9~ = cpt + &@~A - Be,& = 0 in P, 
cp(x, t2) = w(x), XE(--T, r), (10) 
d-r, t)=cp(r, t)=O, t E (0, f2). 
By now classical results (cf. [F, IKO]) there exists a unique CzP1 
solution rp = (pErk(x, t) to (10). Suppose for the moment that the following 
statements have been proven. 
(i) Iv(x, t)l < M,(l + 1x1)-” in P; M, = M,(a, d,, d2), a > 4, 
(ii) D(~r,t).(cp,(+r,t)l~M,r-“+2, M4=Mq(a,di), u>4, 
(iii) II(~~,MI L2(p) < C, C = C(E, r) # C(k). 
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Substitute cp into (9). Thanks to (ik(iii) we can take the limit in (9) first 
with respect to k + co, then with respect to E + 0 and finally with respect 
to r -+ cc and the theorem is proved. 
Proof of (i). Let P+ = (0, r) x (0, f2) and x3 >O be such that 
supp w(x) c [-x3, x,], x3 < r - 1. Consider in P+ the function 
1 +x3 z(x, t) = A, - 
( > 1+x 
cL p-r) > p>o. 
If we show that the functions w+ = z f cp are nonnegative in P+, (i) 
follows with M, = a,( 1 + x~)~ ep’*. First, it is easy to see that w + >, 0 on 
the parabolic boundary of P+ provided w, > MZ. By direct computation 
~w*=~z~z[-/?+tl(U+l)AErkD(X,t)(l+X)-* 
+a&Dx(x, t)(l +x)-ll, 
and, using (7) and (8), we can choose /I = fl(or, d,, d,) such that Yw, t0 
in P+. The proof is analogous for P- = (-r, 0) x (0, t2). 1 
Proof of (ii). In (r - 1, r) x (0, tz) consider the function 
w=q+M4rp’+’ c x sds 
Jr D(s, t)’ 
One has 
dRw 2 M4rpaAElk - B,,bM4r~ a+1 
s 
x sds 
->o 
I D(s, t) 
which means that w can take its maximum only on t = t, or x = r- 1 or 
x = r. 
One has w(r, t) = 0, w(x, t2) < 0 because w = 0 for x E (r - 1, r) and 
w(r-1, t)=cp(r-1, t)-MMqr-‘+l s r--l sds - W, t) 
GM3rpa-M4r-“+1 ln ’ l+r2 <o 
2d 1 + (r - 1)2 
if M4 is large enough. Thus, the maximum of w is attained on x = r and 
w -=z 0 in (r - 1, r) x (0, t2). This means that (awlax) lXET 2 0. 1 
Proof of (iii). We multiply the equation for cp in (10) by (Dq,), and 
use (0 
1 
-& m-1 m IV’d,12<A,r,c I(Dq,),12<~P-1b IdDq,),l -cp,(D~,), 
from which, integrating and using the Cauchy inequality, (iii) follows. 1 
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In the last section we shall use the following two comparison principles 
several times. Their proofs are analogous to that of the preceding theorem 
and we shall not reproduce them here. 
THEOREM 3. Let u(x, t) be the weak solution of (CP) and u(x, t) be a 
weak supersolution of ( 1) in rW: . Zf z+,(x) < U(X, 0) and the conditions of 
Theorem 2 are fulfilled then u(x, t) < v(x, t) everywhere in R:. 
THEOREM 4. Let u(x, t) be the weak solution of (CP) and u(x, t) be a 
weuksupersolutionof(1)inD={(x,t):O<t<co,s<x<oo} wheresElF!. 
Zf uO(x) < u(x, 0) for s < x < cc and u(s, t) < u(s, t) for t 2 0, then, under the 
assumptions of Theorem 2, u(x, t) < u(x, t) everywhere in D. 
3. HOLDER CONTINUITY 
Here we shall prove that the solution u(x, t) of (CP) constructed in the 
previous section is continuous. The moduli of continuity which we obtain, 
cannot be improved upon in general. 
We shall use the classical Bernstein method and some ideas from 
[A2, K43. 
Apparently, the stronger results in this direction for Eq. (1) with D = d,, 
b = b,, and p 2 m > 1 can be found in [HV] together with some historical 
remarks and references for the general case m > 1, p > 0. See also [A 1, 
CMM, K4, MP] and the survey [Kl, pp. 1841891. 
Assume (Hl), (H2), (3) and consider Eq. (1) in W: n (t < T), T>O. Our 
result is the following: 
.THEOREM 5. (i) Zf m + p 2 2 then u.e. 
(ii) Zf m + p < 2 then u.e. 
I@ (m-Pqxl < Q +m-PMm- 1)’ 
(11) 
(12) 
where the positive constants ci depend only on m, p, T, and on 
M= max(lD,l/D, lD,,l/Dl b/D, IbAlD). 
COROLLARY. (i) Zfm+p>2 then UECE with cr=min(l, l/(m-1)). 
(ii) qm+pt2 then u~:Ct+~ with 6<(2+p-m)/(m-p). 
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Proof: It is sufficient to show (11) and (12) for u = U, with ci # c~(E). 
This function satisfies 
u,= (Du”-’ u,), - buP + bEp. (13) 
For a > 0 define 
u = &a. (14) 
From (13) one has 
~r=D~a(m-1)~xx+D(a~-1)~“(“-1)-‘~2+D,~”(”-1)~ x x 
b b 
__ vl-a(l-P)+- &)-o’. 
a a 
Now, we define the function w implicitly by 
where h(t) is to be chosen later. The function f is the so-called Bernstein- 
Aronson function: 
f(s)=? s(4-s), No = M A'*. 
When s E [0, 1 ] one has 
and 
Substitution of u into (15) gives 
f cr(m- 1) or(m-- 1) w,=D - he- 1) %x + 
f 
p&H(4w:+Dx~wx 
h’ f bh” 
-x 7+y B(o), 
where 
(18) 
and 
fl-a fl-a(l-p) 
B(W)=EP -- f’ f’h”P ’ 
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Let t(x) denote a smooth function having the properties 0 < [ < 1, 
e=l in P,=(x,--l,x,+l)x(O,T), 5=0 near the lines x=x,*2, and 
IL1 + IL1 G M’ z M(E). 
Consider the function z(x, t) = ~20~ in is*. At the point X where z has a 
maximum one has z, = 0, z,, d 0, and z, 3 0, i.e., 
If we differentiate (18) with respect o x, multiply the result by t2w,, and 
apply relations (19), we obtain at X our fundamental inequality 
h’/p(“- l)- 1 
+ t2izoz - 
h’h”‘“- I)- 1 fs” 
D D f’2 t24 
+-$ h- t’co; + 2 h”“B(w) t2w,. (20) 
First we shall show (i). Set CI = l/(m - 1) and h(t) = t in (20). We have 
and 
+ [(l-.)f-"f'i-f'-"1"]('-~)-~~f~~~-" (21) 
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Note that f”P/h”P = u; > 8 (see (5)). If a < 1 then aB/ao < 0 and the next 
to last term in (20) can be dropped. The coefficient of w, in the last term 
of (20) is uniformly bounded with respect to E because 1 - a( 1 -p) = 
(m + p - 2)/(m - 1) > 0 by assumption. 
Thus, from (20), the inequality 
w: 6 Cl lw,13 + c,w;+ c3 lo,( (22) 
follows with ci#ci(s). This means that lo,/ <c at X and thus in Pi. 
If CI > 1 then aB/&o is also negative. The last term in (20) equals 
z,h" &y-o' b o ha fl--l(ly o 
a f' x x &"p f' x X. 
If b,o, > 0 then I< 0 because B(o) d 0. If b,w, < 0 then the first term 
of Z is negative, the coefficient of the second one is bounded, and thus (22) 
follows. 
From 1w.J Q c we have by (14), (16), and (17) that (11) holds true. 
We now turn to the proof of (ii), with m + p < 2. 
Set in (20) tl = 2/(m -p) and h(t) = c(“~~)‘~(~-~). We have 
-f 2(*-l)/(m-p) 2 flI -m+p f(m+P-2),(m-p)fN 
( ) am f m-l 
If we multiply both sides of (20) by f2-a(m-')= f2(1-J'p)'cm-J') then the 
coefficients of the powers of o, in the right hand side of the resulting 
inequality will be uniformly bounded with respect o E, except, maybe, for 
the last two terms. Now for a > 1, from (21) it follows that the members 
of h-f 2- a(m- ‘)(iYB/ao) are either bounded (m > p) or negative. 
The last term is 
Z=h”“f,-a(m-‘)B(w)b,w,= 
aD 
$, f3--b,co, 
If b,o, > 0 then I< 0 and can be omitted. If b,o, < 0 then the first term 
in Z is negative, while the coefficient of the second one is bounded. Thus, 
in both cases lw,l < c # C(E) and (ii) is proved. 1 
Remark 2. When D = b =const >O it can be shown that the Holder 
exponents in (i) and (ii) are optimal (using the simplest explicit solutions: 
the travelling waves and stationary solutions (cf. [K4])). 
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Remark 3. The Holder regularity with respect to t can be obtained 
using Theorem 5 and arguments from [Kr, G]. 
4. EXTINCTION IN FINITE TIME, INSTANTANEOUS SHRINKING, AND POSITIVITY 
Consider the problem (CP). We begin with a simple (known) result. 
PROPOSITION 1. Zf UO(X) < M,, b(x, t) 2 b0 > 0, and p E (0, 1 ), then there 
exists a T, > 0 depending only on M,, b,, and p, such that u(x, t) = 0 for all 
t>T,, ~E[W. 
Prooj Let z(x, t) = z(t) = K(T, - t)‘j(‘-P). Plainly z(x, 0) > M, if 
To > (M,K)’ -p. (23) 
Furthermore 
LZz E -z, + (D(x, t) zm- ‘z,), - b(x, t) zp 
=K(To-t)P’(‘-P) &-b(x,t)KP-‘)<O if &<Kp-‘h,. 
Now we can fix K= [(l-p) b,] ‘A-~) + 1, choose T, from (23), and 
apply Theorem 3. 1 
Our second result is on the global positivity of solutions. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that 
q)(x) > co( 1 + x’) +, 
b(x, t)<c,(l +x2)p8’2b(t), 
and 
D(x, t) = c2( 1 + x~)“~ d(t), ci>O, i=O, 1,2, 
where 
M: < 2, B2Y(l -P) 
and the positiue Co functions b(t), d(t) are such that the inequality 
-h’(t) 2 c,[b(t) hP + d(t) h”], cj >o 
has a positive, C’, strictly decreasing solution h(t). 
(24) 
(25) 
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Then 
u(x, t) > c4( 1 + x2) -y’2 h(t) in rWt for some cq > 0. 
ProoJ Consider in rW: the function 
z(x, t) = c4( 1 + x’)-~‘* h(r). 
Plainly Z(X, 0) < uO(x) if cq h(0) < cO. By direct calculation we find, with 
A=1+x2. 
~z=c,A~y~2[-h’(t)+y(ym+2-cr)C~~‘c,d(t)h”x2A~Y~”~1~~2~2+“~2 
-yCT-’ C2d(t)hmA-(Y/2)(m--l)~I+a/Z - Qx, t) C$-‘AY(‘-P)/*hP] 
~~~A-~‘~[-h’(f)-c~d(t)h~-c~A-(~‘*)(~--~~~~))h~b(t)] >0 (26) 
by (24) and (25). Now the theorem follows from the maximum principle 
CPWI. I 
Remark 4. There are many functions which satisfy (25). For example, 
(a) h(t)=(l+t)-“, d(t)<(l+t)“(“~‘)-‘, b(t)<(l+t))~‘(‘-P), 
and 
(b) h(t)=e-‘, d(t)<e(“-lJr, b(t)<e-(l-p)‘. 
In what follows we shall suppose that 
kl(x) > 0 for x20. (27) 
THEOREM 6. Assume that for x > 0 
&l(x) < c,(l +x)-y, 
b(x, t)>b,(l +x)-P, 
and 
D(x, t) = d,( 1 + X)a, 
where q,, b,, d,,, and y are positive constants, and u < 2. If p < y( 1 - p) and 
b, > b,, then the support of u(x, t) is bounded from the right for any t > 0 
(instantaneous shrinking). 
Proof: It is sufficient to prove the theorem for t < t,, where to is small. 
Consider in D = [0, cc) x (0, to) the function 
z(X,t)=C(1+X)-Y[2-(1+X)VJ0+, 
where 6, c, and w are positive constants which are to be chosen later. 
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One has 
z(x, 0) 2 uo(x) if 2”c 3 c0 and z(0, t) = c(2 - t)” 2 44, if c 3 M, 
and t, is small. By Theorem 4 it is sufficient to show that 9~ < 0 in D. 
Using the notation X = x + 1, and A = 2 - (x + 1)” t we have 
~~~CPX-8-YPAoP[_bg+CI-pOX~7(1-PP)+B+6Aw(l~P)~1 
+Y(Ym+ 1 -a) Cm-PpX--(m-P)~2+a+BA(m-P)o 
+o(2ym+6-1+a)C m-p gtX--y(m~p)-2+sr+p+sAo(m~p)--l 
+ o(om - 1) cm-p d2t2X- y(m-~)+26-2+a+pAw(m~P)-2]. (28) 
Fix o > max( l/( 1 - p), 2/(m - p)). B ecause y( 1 - p) > fl, it is possible to 
choose 6 > 0 in such a way that one has (CI < 2) 
-y(l-p)+/3+6<0 and -y(m-p)-2+26+@.+/3<0. 
It follows from (28) that A?z<O in D if b, > C1~pc02w(1-p)-1 + 
~(ym + 1 - TV) Cm~p2w(m-P) and t, is small. 1 
The following theorem shows that the above theorem cannot be 
improved upon essentially. 
THEOREM 7. Assume that for x >, 0 
and 
UJX) 2 cg( 1 + x)-Y, 
b(x, t) < b,( 1 + x)-B, 
D(x, t) = d,,( 1 + x)~, 
where c,,, bO, d,, and y are positive constants and a < 2. 
Zf j < y( 1 -p) then there exists a t, > 0 such that u(x, t) > 0 for t < t,, 
and x20. 
Proof It is sufficient to show that the function z(x, t) = 
c,(t, - t)’ (1 + x))’ is a (classical) subsolution of (1) in [0, co) x (0, to) for 
VE(O, 1/(1-p)) and small t,>O. 
We have z(x, 0) < z+,(x) if t, < 1 and ~(0, t) < ~(0, t) for t, < 1, by the 
continuity of u(x, t). In view of the maximum principle [PW] it is 
suflicient to show that 9’z>O in [0, co) x (0, to). One has (X=x+ 1) 
if t, < f2. Taking t,, < min( 1, I,, f2) the theorem is proved. 1 
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Our last theorem shows the possibility of the phenomenon of 
“instantaneous hrinking” in the case when q,(x) > const > 0. 
THEOREM 8. Assume that 
Q(X) = co > 0, XER, 
bb, t) 2 &I( 1 + x)? x 3 0, 
and 
D(x, t) = d,,( 1 + x)~, x > 0, 
where b,, d,,, and p are positive constants and a < 2. 
Zf b,, > b, then the support of u(x, t) is bounded from the right for any 
t > 0. 
ProoJ: We proceed similarly to the proof of Theorem 6, considering 
now the function 
z(x, t)= [(c,+l)““-(~+l)~ t-J”, rAW 
in D, where o and 6 are positive constants which are to be chosen later. 
We have 2(x,.0) = c,, + 1 > U,,(X) and ~(0, t) > c0 if t, < (c,, + l)l/O - CA/O. 
Furthermore 
Fix o 2 max( l/( 1 -p), 2/(m - p)). Because a d 2, for every p > 0 there 
exists a 6>0 such that 26-b<O. So P’z<O for b,>w(c,+1)“-P-2/0 
and small to. 1 
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